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THE MISSNER GROUP COMPLETES ILLINOIS BONE & JOINT INSTITUTE’S
BUILD-OUT IN SCHAUMBURG
(Des Plaines, Illinois) – The Missner Group is pleased to announce that the firm has completed the
build-out for Illinois Bone & Joint Institute (IBJI) located at 140 N Roselle Road in Schaumburg, Illinois.
The project for IBJI consisted of turning an existing two-story tenant space into a single-story
tenant space, by completing an old stair infill. The space encompasses an open concept physical therapy
gym, featuring an advanced design with high-end finishes throughout. Additionally, new office suites
and restrooms were constructed in unit.
“We are pleased to have worked with the Illinois Bone & Joint Institute on yet another one of
their projects and continuing to assist them on their expansion throughout the Chicagoland region,” said
Glen Missner, president of The Missner Group. “The Missner Group has had a longstanding relationship
with IBJI, spanning over a decade of constructing numerous projects. We are familiar with IBJI’s
operations, commitment to their clients and what is necessary in their facilities to provide the very best
level of healthcare.”
Heath Yarger was the project manager and Scott Nomellini served as the project superintendent
for The Missner Group. Stephen Rankin Associates provided the architectural services.
A leader in orthopedic care in the Chicago metropolitan area with more than 20 locations, IBJI
specializes in the diagnosis, treatment and management of injuries and diseases of the musculoskeletal
system. The Missner Group has completed numerous projects for IBJI including locations in Chicago,
Lake Bluff, Bannockburn, Lincolnwood, Morton Grove, Wilmette, Glenview, and Des Plaines, Illinois.
About The Missner Group
The Missner Group, headquartered in Des Plaines, Illinois, provides comprehensive and integrated real
estate development and construction services throughout the Chicagoland and Midwestern markets.
The firm, established in 1945, has completed more than $1 billion in construction projects, and has
orchestrated the development of more than 10 million square feet of commercial and industrial real
estate. For more information, please visit www.missnergroup.com.

